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���� (Date):                            
����� (To): ������ก��ก��� (KASIKORNBANK PCL.) 

+,�-�.,� (Cardholder name):                             5�6�-789:;9: (Mobile No.):                                               
?8���@+A�B� (Card Number):                                                                                                               
?8���@+A�DE� (Account Number):      E-mail Address:                                                                        

+:JK�������ก������ก�กLA B�8���@M�:��NBO:�J��P (I would like to dispute the following transaction (s) as below) 
 

E9�:�,���,� 
(Merchant Name) 


����T����ก�� 
(Trans Date) 

.T��
��U�� (Trans Amount) 

�U��A� (THB) �U��BO�UJ�M�6 (Foreign Currency) 
    

    

    
 

N,
��?BYZ@N�UBO:�J��P 5J�N�MAY���?BYก��J[���� (Please mark √ to indicate your dispute reason) 
         1. +,�-�.,��8O������U\9P:����,� /A��ก�� ^@M�8O���:�YD�B_?,Z`,:9��_E,A�B� 
         (I did not authorize or participate in the above transaction(s), and did not allow other person to use my account.) 
         2. ���ก������ก�กLA�U��\PT� N�U?@�กe��^�A  
         (The item was a duplicate transaction charged to my account as per attached evidence.) 

3. .T��
��U��������ก�กLA�8O;`กB,:U ��;`กB,:U�9: .T��
�                    N�U?@�กe��^�A 
(The incorrect transaction amount was charged to my account.  The correct amount is                        as per attached evidence.) 
4. +,�-�.,��8O�N,��A�U���9��+,�A�DE� B�8?@�กe��ก���9��U�����N,��A.�ก�,���,�  
(I have not received credit for the attached credit advice.) 
5. +,�-�.,��N,ET��M�O�����,�/A��ก��5N�
���:9��^@,
 �N,^กO  �U���N  A�B����N�B  :9��h                    N�U?@�กe��^�A  
(I have paid for the merchandise/service by  cash  credit  others                           as per attached evidence.) 
6. +,�-�.,���U�8O�N,��A����,�?�9:A��ก�� \j�U�,���,�^.,U
O�.M�OU8:A_?,_�
����                    N�U?@�กe��^�A 
(I have not received the goods/services which expected to receive goods/services since                 as per attached 
evidence.)  
7. +,�-�.,��N,^.,U�ก�@�ก���ก��^@,
 B�PU^BO
����                    N�U?@�กe��^�A  
(I have notified the merchant to cancel the purchase since                    as per attached evidence.) 
8. ����,�?�9:A��ก�����N,��A�8O�Jn��JB�8��Bก@U ?�9:ET��YN ����?�� ^@M�N,�OU����,��9�_?,ก�A�,���,�^@,
 N�U?@�กe��^�A 
(The goods or services did not match as per the time of purchase /or the goods were received defective, and were 
returned to the merchant as per attached evidence.) 
9. :9��h (Others)   

 

+:^�NU�
�8��A;9: (Sincerely yours) 
 
 

 

@��89:Z`,;9:A�B� (Cardholderps signature) 

�������ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
������
 (Transaction dispute procedures) 
1. ก	
��ก���������������	� K-Contact Center �#$%&	�'(� 02-8888888 (Please contact K-Contact Center via phone no. 02-8888888) 
2. ก�:ก���@M�:��N ^@M@U��8_�^AAq:�78�ก,
Uก��_E,A�B� -�,:8^�A�:ก���J�Mก:AB�8���?BY���MAY�
,_��:ก���^�A?�,� 2-3 �OUก@�A8���U

������ก��ก��� �U5����?8���@+ 02-8888882 กด 2 บัตรเครดิต ?�9: email address: info@kasikornbank.com  
(Please return the completed and signed in the Cardholderps Complaint Form with supporting documentation as indicated on the attachment  
2-3 to KasikornBank PCL., via fax no. 02-8888882 press 2 Credit Card or email address: info@kasikornbank.com) 

3. ?�ก�������8O�N,��A�:ก���t��_� 3 
��T�ก�� ��A.�ก
�����ก,
Uก��_E,A�B� ������.M�8O��8��;NT�����ก��B�
.�:A ^@M+:�U
�����u_�ก��
�ก�@�กก��B�
.�:A���ก�� (If the complaint form and supporting documentation are not received within 3 days from the dispute date, we are 
unable to investigate the transaction and have right to cancel investigating the dispute transaction) 

?8���?BY: ก�Yv�NT�����ก��B�8+�P�B:�+,�UB,�:�O�U��A;,
� �-9�:Z@J�M5�E�7+:UO��  
(Remark: For your advantage, we recommend you to completely follow the above procedures) 

5��6�
7&��ก���ก	
������
 (CARDHOLDER’S COMPLAINT FORM) 
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'�กE	
�#$�������F
Gก��ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
������
 (Supporting Documentation) 

E	'%�K��ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
 (Reasons of Dispute) '�กE	
F
Gก��ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
 (Supporting Documentation) 

1. ��	M'N�	O&�'P�E�$�QR��E��P�	 �
�ก	
5(GO&�'P���KS	��%�
�T��R$�������
 
(I did not authorize or participate in the above 
transaction(s), and did not allow other person to use my 
account.) 
 

1. ^AAq:�78�ก,
Uก��_E,A�B� 
(Cardholder Complaintps Form) 

2. 
	�ก	
'
#�ก'กU�'���Q�V	 
 (Duplicate Processing) 

1. _A���L.��A�U�� / �\@@7�@�J ?�9: Statement 
 ( Receipt / Sale Slip / Statement) 

3. NV	��'����#$
�	�P�	'
#�ก'กU�O&�XTก���� �EO� .T��
��U����
�,���,�����ก�กLA�8OB�Uก�A.T��
��U����Bก@U�
,ก�A@̀ก�,� 
(The incorrect transaction amount was charged to my 
account.) 

1. �:ก���-��`.�7
O��,���,�����ก�ก LA�U���8O;`กB,:U 
(Document to prove that the merchant collects incorrect amount.) 

2. _A���U\9P: / _A���L.��A�U�� / �\@@7�@�J ?�9: Statement 
 ( Order Form/ Receipt / Sale Slip / Statement) 

4. ��	M'N�	O&�O��
��'���PR�'��	��S�# �	&%(�กZ	�ก	

PR�'����#$O��
��N	ก
�	�P�	  
(I have not received credit for the attached credit 
advice.) 

1. Credit voucher ?�9:?��U�9:���,���,���DD�
O�.M�9��U��_?,  
(Credit Voucher or the merchantps form indicates the refund to the 
cardholder) 

2. �U9�:��+ก���ก�@�ก.�ก�,�� (Merchantps cancellation policy) 

3. �:ก���@̀ก�,�B:A��A�U9�:��+ก���ก�@�ก  

(Proof of cardholder acknowledgement of the merchantps cancellation 

policy)    

4. �\@@7�@�J (Transaction receipt)  

5. ��	M'N�	O���V	
GP�	E��P�	/�
�ก	
]���^#�R$�5(� O��5ก� 
'���E�, ���
'P
��� %
R��R$�`  
(I have paid the goods / services by cash, credit card or 
others.)  

1. _A���L.��A�U�� / �\@@7�@�J ?�9: Statement 
 ( Receipt / Sale Slip / Statement) 

2. �:ก����,���,��ก�@�กก������ก�กLA�U��.�กA�B����N�B �EO� ?��U�9:.�ก

�,���,�, �\@@7�@�J��8��T�
O� Void, _A^.,U�9��U�� (Credit Voucher)  
(Merchantps cancellation letter, Void transaction receipt, Credit Voucher)     

6. ��	M'N�	���O&�O��
��E��P�	 �
�ก	
�#$E�$�QR��N	ก
�	�P�	 
(I have not received the goods/services from the 
merchant.)   

1. �:ก���ก�����U\9P:����,�ก�A�,���,�/A��ก�� 
(Order confirmation of merchandise / service with the merchant) 

2. +,:8̀@ ?�9:�:ก���ก��B�NBO:ก�A�,���,�_�ก��B�NB�8����,�/A��ก�� 
 (Proof of contacting the merchant to follow up the ordered merchandise  
/service) 
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E	'%�K��ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
 (Reasons of Dispute) '�กE	
F
Gก��ก	
��ก���
	�ก	
 (Supporting Documentation) 

7. ��	M'N�	O��5N���ก'(�ก
	�ก	
5(�  
(I have notified the merchant to cancel the purchase) 

ก
c# N��]
�5
&%
R��#$M�ก 

1. �:ก���ก��.:U (Reservation Confirmation) 

2. �:ก���ก��^.,U�ก�@�ก?,:U-�ก ^@MZ@B:A��Aก���ก�@�ก���ก��  
(Proof of notification of booking cancellation to Hotel/Agent and 
Cancellation code received from Hotel/Agent to confirm the booking 
canceled.) 

3. �:ก���@̀ก�,�B:A��A�U9�:��+ก��.:U 
(Proof of cardholderps acknowledgement of the merchantps terms 
and conditions)      

4. �U9�:��+ก��.:U/�ก�@�ก.�ก�,�� 
(Merchantps Terms and Conditions and cancellation policy.) 

ก
c# �ก'(�กก	
'Fd�E&	��กก��
�	�P�	 

1. �:ก���ก��^.,U�ก�@�ก ^@MZ@B:A��Aก���ก�@�ก���ก��.�ก�,���,� 
(Proof of notification of cancellation to the merchant and 
acknowledgement from the merchant.) 

2. _A���L.��A�U�� / �\@@7�@�J ?�9: statement 
(Receipt / Sale Slip / Statement) 

3. Credit voucher ?�9: ?��U�9:���,���,���DD�
O�.M�9��U��_?, 
(Credit Voucher or the merchantps form indicates the refund to 
the cardholder.) 

4. �U9�:��+ก���ก�@�ก.�ก�,��  (Merchantps cancellation policy) 

5. �:ก���ก���8����Jn��8�E�ก 
 (Proof of membership application)   

6. �:ก���@̀ก�,�B:A��A�U9�:��+ก���ก�@�ก  
(Proof of cardholder acknowledgement of the merchantps cancellation 
policy)    
 

8. E��P�	%
R��
�ก	
�#$O��
��O&�'Fd�OF�	&�#$�ก(� %
R�
�V	
K� 'E#�%	� 5(GO��E��E��P�	PR��%��	�
�	�P�	5(� 
(The goods or services did not match as per the time of 
purchase /or the goods were received defective, and were 
returned to the merchant.) 

1. �:ก������@M�:��N����,������U\9P: ^@M����,����N,��A�8OB�UB�8�����U\9P: 
?�9:����,����N,��A����?�� ?�9:�8O�N,�Yvt�-:�O�U�� (t�-;O��-��NY, 
t�-;O������,�, _A��AJ�Mก��, �̀O89:, ?�9: �\@@7�@�J) 
(Detail of an ordered merchandise and received merchandise or how is 
the goods defective (picture of received merchandise, warrantee, manual 
guide or transaction receipt)) 

2. �:ก���B�NBO:�,���,��-9�:�ก�@�ก /�9�����,� (���@M�:��N 
����B�NBO: / 
E9�:Z`,B�NBO: / Z@B:A��A.�ก�,���,�) 
(Proof of contacting the merchant to cancel or return the received goods, 
please indicate date /name /and merchantps response.) 

3. �:ก���ก���OU����,��9�_?,�,���,�  
(Proof of returning the merchandise to the merchant) 

 




